WCNA 19:
The magic was real
1989
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Back to Orlando

My first World Convention was WCNA 19, back in 1989: The Magic is Real. I had three years
clean, a wonderful spouse, and two small kids. We spent our days with “the large rodent”
down the road; and once the kids were asleep on their feet, we returned to the hotel, put
them to bed, and I would head up the highway to WCNA. Those kids are grown (one is in
recovery), that marriage is completed, and the mouse is still doing his thing. And me, I am
heading back to Orlando for WCNA 37, still as excited as the first time I attended WCNA
back in 1989, just a bit older, and hopefully a bit wiser. The Magic is Still Real!
Anonymous, California, USA

29 years ago

The unity of WCNA 19

WCNA 19, Orlando, Florida … I was there with three years clean! I
got really inspired by the oldtimers talking about the growth of NA, and
WOW, we have seen SO much growth since then. Grateful I’ve stuck around
to see it and to enjoy living clean. Just for today, no matter what, I’ll have
31 years when this Convention [WCNA 37] rolls around. Hugs & love, y’all.

WCNA 19 in 1989 could not have come at a better time
to Florida. NA was exploding around the world and so was
our Florida NA community. Hosting the World Convention was exciting for the Florida Region. I was serving as
vice-chairperson of the region and we all were pumped.
Everyone got involved. Although this was my second World
Convention, I had not been to an NA Convention this big.
It was my first convention that included a comedy act. I
served on the entertainment committee and we put on a
long weekend of the best fun in recovery WCNA had ever
seen at the time. We even scaled down the Florida Regional
Convention that year, knowing that lots of people couldn’t
afford both.

Duncan B, California, USA

That jacket

My name is Ninnah and I am recovering addict. In 1989, my good friend Kenneth
and I decided go together to the World Convention in Orlando. It was our first NA convention ever. We were living in Miami at the time, so it was a short drive for us. He had
nine months clean and I had two years.

The week of WCNA 19 I picked up a sponsee from jail. He
was excited about going with me to his first World Convention. Unfortunately, he didn’t make it because he relapsed
before we hit the road. Some of us took him to a rehab
on Florida’s west coast where Bob G worked. I then rode
with Bob from Tampa to Orlando the Tuesday before the
convention—one of my best recovery road trips with Bob.

We were both quite overwhelmed by the number of people there, but we were also
excited and encouraged. I remember thinking, “Oh my God, this is way bigger than we ever
imagined!” When we visited nearby theme parks, it was amazing to see recovering addicts
all over the place wearing their WCNA 19 registration badges.
When we went into the merchandise room at the Convention, Kenneth
spotted THE jacket! He didn’t have much money, so he had to choose
wisely—and he decided to buy that jacket.

I remember all the hustle and bustle during those
last few days before the convention started. We stuffed
registration packets just like we do for area and regional
conventions, but on a huge scale compared to our local
events. It was like an area or regional convention on steroids. What I remember most was the unity we experienced
as we prepared for WCNA. We would all load up and go to
a local meeting and members of the Orlando area were
amazingly supportive of those of us who were involved.

After the Saturday night speaker meeting, I told Kenneth that I would love
to be a Saturday night WCNA speaker one day. He said he thought if I stayed
clean and did the work, anything would be possible. Well, I relapsed in 1990,
but came back the same day, thoroughly convinced that all the suggestions
applied to me, so I got busy working steps, changing my perspective, and
my behavior.
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When I had four years clean, my “good friend,” Kenneth, asked me to
marry him. My best friend and I got married, grew together, loved each
other, and had a beautiful life for 15 years. And then he was diagnosed with
leukemia. He was so brave and fought so hard. He died with 19 years clean.
I miss him so much.
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Being at that convention in Orlando was magical. I met
recovering addicts from all over the world. And I’m looking
forward to going back to Orlando 29 years later to reunite
with many longtime friends at WCNA 37. Of course, it’s
bitter-sweet because many have passed away and some are
no longer clean, but by the grace of God there are many of
us who served at or attended WCNA 19 who are still clean,
and I thank God every day for NA.
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In 2011 I got a call from World Services, asking me to speak on Saturday
night at WCNA 34 in San Diego. I stayed clean and did the work. Lost dreams
awakened and new dreams come true. So, here we are, full circle as we
approach WCNA 37, again in Orlando. God willing, I will be there—wearing
that WCNA 19 jacket that was so special to my best friend. Thank you God
for Narcotics Anonymous!

John H, North Carolina, USA
(aka Kentucky John)

Ninnah R, Florida, USA
Ninnah R, Florida, USA
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Worldwide meet and greet

In the right place

When I got clean there were 127 Narcotics Anonymous meetings in the world.* In my
area there were three meetings. I heard about the World Convention in Orlando, and I
pre-registered as soon as I could afford it. My excitement grew as more and more of my
fellow addicts in Phoenix started to register.

Hi my name is Darla and I am an addict. In 1989 I had not quite two years clean and
I was living in West Palm Beach, Florida. Finding NA and meeting other people who were
clean and having fun was a major awakening for me. Before I went to NA, I never knew
anyone who didn’t use drugs.

When I arrived in Orlando, I felt like I was just one pebble of sand on the beach because
I realized I was part of a fellowship that was larger than life. NA still had not taken hold
in many places, but I was excited to see the Fellowship had grown so much around the
world. I began slowly walking around the convention center, meeting
people along the way—people who were just like me. Some were
from France, England, and Canada. I never felt more comfortable
in my own skin than I did in those moments, surrounded by such
a diverse crowd of people who struggled and survived for another
day, just like I had. Of course, I also remember us being packed into
the meeting rooms like sardines because there were so many of us!

There were many people from our area going to WCNA 19 because it was only about a
three-hour drive to Orlando. The entire trip was an adventure. From the time we left until
we arrived in Orlando, we laughed and had more fun than I had ever had in my life. What I
thought was fun when I was using was nothing compared to this. There is fun in recovery.
When we walked in to the registration area, the excitement was palpable. We met people
from all over the country. Everyone was a friend, we were in a beautiful convention center,
and we all got along. And no one asked us to leave—what a concept!
I don’t recall any one thing about WCNA 19 that stands out in my memory except the
feeling that I just knew I was in the right place! Unfortunately, I did not stay clean, but I am
happy and looking forward to going back to Orlando for WCNA 37 with five years clean.
The Magic is Still Real!

To this day, when I attend a large NA event or convention, I slowly
meet and greet everyone I can. Because of this, I have met addicts
from all around the world and have been to meetings in 29 countries.
NA World Conventions reunite me with these same addicts over and
over again. One big difference between WCNA 37 and WCNA 19 is
that there will literally be addicts from all over the world—and I want
to meet them all! I will greet them in my usual way, with a hug and
a kiss on the cheek.

Darla H, Florida, USA
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I will never forget the emotional experience of the Serenity Prayer
being said by thousands of addicts all at once after the WCNA 19
Saturday night speaker meeting. I know the magic is real. At WCNA 37,
I will have just celebrated 39 years clean, and this wouldn’t be possible
without the Fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous and the members
I’ve met and been recovering with at meetings and events like this.
I honestly have a life beyond my wildest dreams and I feel the same
excitement and anticipation for WCNA 37 as I did for WCNA 19 in 1989.
The journey continues…and the magic is still real. See you there!

This was only my second time in Florida; I had attended a World Service Conference
quarterly in Miami earlier in 1989. Orlando was absolutely beautiful. The city was full of
buzz because the Magic, their professional basketball team, would debut around the same
time as WCNA. Our convention’s theme shared the word “Magic” with Orlando’s pro basketball team. Pictures of their star player (a skinny rookie by the name of Shaquille) were
posted everywhere. Every conversation with local residents centered on this excitement.
One of the biggest thrills was sporting my “The Magic is Real” convention jacket. Man,
I loved that jacket, and I hate that I lost it over the years. I am so excited that this year’s
WCNA theme and logo are almost the same as WCNA 19’s. I can’t wait to get my new
jacket. I’ll do a better job of keeping track of this one.

Gary P, Arizona, USA

Gary and Wendy P, Arizona, USA

*As of May 2018, there are 70,000 weekly NA meetings in 144 countries, and NA speaks 82 languages.
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19 + 1 + 1 = 29
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WCNA 19 was our first NA World Convention. We both had just a bit over a year clean.
Right after the closing prayer of the main Saturday night meeting, with something like
10,000 addicts all around us, Gary proposed! Debbie: I was so excited; I was jumping up
and down! Gary: I remember the moment felt electric. We were both overcome at this thing
we were a part of and the connection we had as a result.
We’re now coming up on 29 years of marriage (still happy, still in love), and we both
just celebrated 30 years clean! We were the first couple to share together at a pre-WCNA
speaker meeting in San Diego. What an honor that was for us!

Debbie and Gary B, Florida, USA
Photo courtesy of www.carrythemessage.com
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My final memory may not seem exciting to some.
I remember John K, a grateful recovering addict
from New York, canvassing the Convention and
asking members to sign a petition that he would
subsequently submit to the WSO requesting dances
with music that African Americans could dance to. I
can’t recall if there were a lot of African Americans
at WCNA 19, but I do recall John and his petition. I
recall being excited and eager to sign the petition.
It’s funny because I was recently asked by some
members to make a request to NA World Services
and the World Board for a “steppin’ set” at WCNA
37. A steppin’ set is a dance popular among many
African American NA members that includes R&B
music. I made the request, and I believe John would
be proud. We will know soon if our request will be
granted. More will be revealed!

We’re going to WCNA 37 in Orlando this year, and we can’t wait to continue this amazing
journey. The magic is truly real!
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Magic memories

I’m excited about this year’s WCNA being in Orlando again, because I attended WCNA
19 in Orlando in 1989. I was five years clean and had attended the two previous WCNAs:
New Orleans in 1987 and Anaheim in 1988. So, I was feeling like an experienced WCNA
recovering addict.
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David W, Georgia, USA
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